World Languages Dataset: Codebook
Version 2013.12.03

Materials to be distributed with this codebook:
1. “Codebook examples” spreadsheet
2. "Country codes" spreadsheet
3. “Source codes” spreadsheet
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Step 1, Finding Data (p. 3):
speaker numbers or % given?

Yes
Step 2, Finding the Composite
Tree (p. 4): composite tree
found?

Yes
Step 3, Finding the Language
(p. 8): is there one match, and
is it a language?

Yes

One
total for
one
country

No

No

Enter data
on country
sheet.
Restart
procedure.

Step 4, Entering the Data (p.
10): how many speaker totals
for how many countries?
Multiple
totals and
countries:
one total
for each
country
Enter data on
country sheet,
one line per
country.
Restart
procedure.

Restart
procedure.

Enter data on country sheet, mark
yes on LANGSHEET, then
follow Step 5, Language Sheet (p.
16; example on p. 38), then restart
procedure.

Provide info for all matches in
COMMENTS (instructions and
example on p. 33). Go to Step 4.

Select the match that is a language
(instructions and example on p. 28).
Go to Step 4.

Enter period for LANGUAGE, enter
matching code in LANGCODE, enter
TYPE as subgroup, and enter subgroup
name in COMMENTS (instructions and
example on p. 24). Go to Step 4.

Find the language that is the closest
ancestor of the dialect (instructions and
example on p. 19). Go to Step 4.
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Skip to Step 4, entering
period in LANGCODE
and TYPE (instructions on
p. 6).

One total spanning
multiple countries

One total, no
location
given
Enter data on country sheet, mark
yes on LANGSHEET, then
follow Step 5, Language Sheet (p.
16; example on p. 43), then restart
procedure.
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1

Procedure for Entering Data from Sources

Step 1: Finding Data: Go to the source you will be entering data from, and find a
language name. If the source provides a number or percentage of speakers for that language,
go to Step 2: Finding the Composite Tree below. If not, move on to the next language in
the source and begin the procedure over again. See Figure 1 for an example that we will use
to illustrate the next few steps. This excerpt is copied from page 115 of source 137.

Figure 1: Slovak example
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Step 2: Finding the Composite Tree: Bring up the “composite” tree containing that
language name on MultiTree, as follows: Go to http://multitree.org/search,1 then click on
“ENTER”, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: MultiTree starting page

1

Note: if the MultiTree website is not available due to technical problems, use the “mt_codes.xlsx”
spreadsheet. Follow the same procedure looking for an exact match under the “PRIMARY_NAME” and
the “ALTERNATE_NAMES” columns in that spreadsheet.
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Click on “search” in the top-left corner of the screen, as shown in Figure 3. In the “Name”
box, type in the language name exactly as found in the source. Click on the radial button
for “Exact.” Click on “Search >>” at the bottom of the menu bar on the left. MultiTree
will look for a tree containing this language name.

Figure 3: MultiTree search page
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If a match is found, MultiTree will bring up a list of language trees. Find the tree with
“Composite” in its name,2 as shown in Figure 4, and click on that underlined name. Go to
Step 3: Finding the Language below.
If no match is found, a dialogue box will pop up saying “Sorry, no records were found.” If
this happens, check the spelling on the name you entered to make sure that you spelled it
exactly as listed in the source. If you are spelling the language name exactly as listed in
the source but still are not getting any result with the search on MultiTree, skip to Step 4:
Entering the Data, entering the language name in LANGUAGE exactly as reported in the
source, and entering a period for TYPE and LANGCODE. Also include a brief statement
in COMMENTS that there was no exact match for this language name on MultiTree.3
2

If more than one composite tree is displayed in the search result list, ask the head research assistant
which one should be used.
3
If you are entering a source that is written in a language besides English, enter the language name in
MultiTree exactly as given in the source. If no match is found, enter the language name in Google Translate
in the box on the left (with the name of the language in which the source is written) in order to find the
English name of the language. If Google Translate translates the language name to something different,
look up that spelling of the language name in MultiTree. Include a note in COMMENTS stating what the
language name was as reported in the source and explaining that Google Translate was used to find the
English name.
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Figure 4: MultiTree: choosing the composite tree
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Step 3: Finding the Language: Find the language name in this tree that matches the
name from the source exactly, and bring up MultiTree’s information about this language. In
the menu on the left side of the screen, as shown in Figure 5, make sure the “Names” radial
button is selected. Enter the language name exactly as listed in the source (the same name
you just searched for) in the box at the top-left of the screen. Do not hit “enter.” As you type
the language name, a drop-down menu will appear right below the box where you are typing
the name. This menu will have one or more entity (subgroup, language, or dialect) names
listed. The list in the drop-down menu contains string matches to all entities in the language
tree being displayed, and the list narrows as you continue to type in characters until you
have entered the last letter in the name. The remaining entities in the list will then be all
alternate and primary names that match the name you typed in. If only one entity name
(whether primary or alternate name) matches the name from your source exactly, as in this
example, and that name is a language, select that name in the menu. Move on to Step 4:
Entering the Data below.

Figure 5: MultiTree: finding the right language on the tree
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Note that it does not count as a match if the name in the drop-down menu contains the name
you are searching for but also has additional characters. For example, “Western Pashto” does
not count as a match for “Pashto.”
In the example shown in Figure 5, only one name appears in the drop-down menu that
matches exactly. The sidebar shows that the language name we searched for is the primary
name (although we would also count it as a match if it were an alternate name). The
three-letter language identification code is “slk.” Type is “language.”
If only one entity name (whether primary or alternate name) matches exactly, but the entity
is a dialect or dialect group, follow the instructions in the section below entitled Only Match
is a Dialect. If only one entity name (whether primary or alternate name) matches exactly,
but the entity is a subgroup, follow the instructions in the section below entitled Only Match
is a Subgroup. If more than one entity name (whether primary or alternate name) matches
the name from your source exactly, but only one is a language, follow the instructions in
the section below entitled Multiple Exact Matches, Only One is a Language. If more than
one entity name (whether primary or alternate name) matches the name from your source
exactly, and two or more of those matches are languages, follow the instructions in the section
below entitled Multiple Exact Matches, Two or More are Languages.
If the source reports “other” or “other dialects” instead of a specific language, skip to Step 4:
Entering the Data and mark LANGUAGE, LANGCODE, and TYPE as missing, and then
enter “other” or “other dialects” as given in the source in COMMENTS.
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Step 4: Entering the Data: Enter the information described in Table 1 into your dataentry spreadsheet, using the “country” sheet of that spreadsheet.
If the source you are entering provides a speaker total for that language for only one country,
or a location that is within only one country, then mark “no” on LANGSHEET, fill out a
row for this datum on the “country” sheet for the one country named, and end the procedure
now. Do not move on to Step 5.
We illustrate this process here by returning to the example of Slovak. The row on the “codebook examples” spreadsheet entitled “Slovak example” shows how to input the information
found in Figures 1 and 5 above into the spreadsheet. The year of the measurement is not
specified, so we enter a period for YEAR. We find the CCODE and STATEABB for Slovakia
on the “country codes” spreadsheet. The speaker total the source reports is 4 million, which
we enter in SPEAKERNO as “4,000,000”. Because we only have one estimate applying to
only one country, we mark “no” on LANGSHEET. We would then end the procedure here
and return to Step 1: Finding Data.
If the source you are entering provides separate speaker totals for the same language for
more than one country (or for locations within more than one country), and each country
listed has its own respective speaker total reported, then mark “no” on the LANGSHEET
variable, and fill out a separate row on the “country” sheet for each country named. Do not
move on to Step 5. End the procedure now and return to Step 1: Finding Data.
If the source you are entering provides a single speaker total for a single country, but the
name of that country is not on the “country codes” spreadsheet, then fill out the row on the
“country” sheet for this datum, entering a period for the CCODE and STATEABB cells,
marking “no” on the LANGSHEET variable, and making a note in COMMENTS giving the
country name as reported in the source. Do not move on to Step 5. End the procedure now
and return to Step 1: Finding Data.
If the source you are entering provides a single speaker total that it reports as spanning
more than one country, then mark “yes” on the LANGSHEET variable, fill out a row for
this datum on the “country” spreadsheet, entering a period for the CCODE and STATEABB
cells, and move on to Step 5: Language Sheet.
If the source you are entering provides a single speaker total but does not mention any
location where the language is spoken, then mark “yes” on the LANGSHEET variable, fill
out a row for this datum on the “country” spreadsheet, entering a period for the CCODE
and STATEABB cells, and move on to Step 5: Language Sheet below.
Table 1 describes the columns in this sheet from the left-most column to the right-most
column of the sheet, and it explains where to find the information requested.
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Table 1: Country sheet
Variable name

Description

year
ccode

Year this measurement was taken.
Numeric Correlates of War state identification
code.
Three-letter Correlates of War state identification
code.
If the data only apply to a geographic subset of
the country, including territorial possessions, the
name of that subset. (If you enter a name in this
cell, it is assumed that any speaker totals or
percents you enter in the same row apply only to
that dependency, not the population of the whole
country.)
Name of the language you are entering. Use the
primary name and its spelling as found on
MultiTree.
Identification code for the entity name you
located on MultiTree.
“Subgroup,” “language,” “dialect group,” or
“dialect.”
Number of speakers of that language, if the source
provides this information as a point estimate.
If the source reports the number of speakers of
that language as an estimate spread, enter the
lower bound of that spread.
If the source reports the number of speakers of
that language as an estimate spread, enter the
upper bound of that spread.
Percent of the country’s population that speaks
that language, if the source provides this
information as a point estimate.
If the source reports the percent of the country’s
population that speaks that language as an
estimate spread, enter the lower bound of that
spread.
If the source reports the percent of the country’s
population that speaks that language as an
estimate spread, enter the upper bound of that
spread.

stateabb
dependency

language

langcode
type
nospeak
nolower

noupper

pctspeak

pctlower

pctupper
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Where to find the
info
current source
“country codes”
spreadsheet
“country codes”
spreadsheet
current source

current source and
MultiTree
MultiTree
MultiTree
current source
current source

current source

current source

current source

current source

surveyno

surveytotal

surveypct

mothertong

secondtong

ethcount

ethgroup
natcount

natgroup

If the source provides a speaker count for the
language, but the count applies to a survey
sample instead of the whole country, enter it here
(and enter a period in NOSPEAK).
If you entered a number for SURVEYNO, enter
the total sample size in the survey here. (This
will later be used as the denominator to calculate
the percent of the sample that speaks that
language.)
If the source provides a percent point estimate for
the language, but this percent applies to a survey
sample instead of the whole country, enter it here
(and enter a period in PCTSPEAK).
If the data the source provide represent only
mothertongue (first-language, L1, or native)
speakers instead of all speakers of the language in
the country, enter “yes”.
If the data the source provide represent only
second-language (L2) speakers instead of all
speakers of the language in the country, enter
“yes”.
If instead of an actual speaker count, the source
reports the size of an ethnic group (in terms of
number of individuals) where the whole group is
assumed to speak that language, enter that
number (and enter a period in NOSPEAK).
If you entered a number for ETHCOUNT, enter
the name of the ethnic group here.
If instead of an actual speaker count, the source
reports the size of a resident foreign-nationality
population (in terms of number of individuals
from that foreign country) where the whole group
is assumed to speak that language, enter that
number (and enter a period in NOSPEAK).
If you entered a number for NATCOUNT, enter
the three-letter Correlates of War state
identification code for that group’s home country.
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current source

current source

current source

current source

current source

current source

current source
current source

current source

noliterate

pctliterate

noprimary

pctprimary

sourcename

sourcecode
pubyear
sourcebib
pagenum

If instead of an actual speaker count, the source
reports the number of individuals in the country
able to read that language, enter that number
(and enter a period in NOSPEAK). If language is
not specified, assume the count applies to those
literate in the country’s national language (if only
one).
If instead of an actual percent of speakers, the
source reports the percent of the country’s
population able to read that language, enter that
percent (and enter a period in PCTSPEAK). If
language is not specified, assume the percent
applies to those literate in the country’s national
language (if only one).
If instead of an actual speaker count, the source
reports the number of individuals in the country
with at least a primary education, enter that
number (and enter a period in NOSPEAK).
Assume the count applies to the country’s
national language (if only one).
If instead of an actual percent of speakers, the
source reports the percent of the country’s
population with at least a primary education,
enter that percent (and enter a period in
PCTSPEAK). Assume the percent applies to the
country’s national language (if only one).
Name of the source you are entering. Copy and
paste the full name from the “sources codes”
spreadsheet; do not abbreviate.
Numeric identification code for the source you are
entering.
Publication year for the source you are entering.
Identification code for the current source in
Author:Year format.
Page in the source you are entering where this
measurement is found. If the data are from a
table, and no page number is available, enter the
word “table” and the number of the table here.
Do not translate Roman numerals into Arabic
numerals (for example, leave page “xiii” simply as
xiii).
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current source

current source

current source

current source

current source and
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
current source

prevsorname

prevsorcode
prevsoryear

prevsorbib

prevsorpage

langsheet
coder
codedate
comments

The name of the source that is cited in the
current source, to which the current source
attributes the data. Follow the citation to the full
reference and enter the full name of the previous
source, whether given in a footnote, endnote, or
bibliography.
Numeric identification code for the source to
which the current source attributes the data.
Publication year for the source to which the
current source attributes the data.
Identification code for the source to which the
current source attributes the data, in
Author:Year format.
Page in the source to which the current source
attributes the data, where this measurement was
found.
Indicator for whether this information is also
being entered on the “language” sheet.
Your name.
Today’s date in mm/dd/yyyy format.
Include here any useful information provided by
the source that did not fit in the other variables,
or qualifying explanations about the information
provided in any of the other categories, if needed.
Rule of thumb: err on the side of including too
much information here rather than too little.

current source

“source codes”
spreadsheet
current source and
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
current source

N/A
N/A
N/A
current source

Some important considerations when entering data into the spreadsheet:
• Communicate with the head research assistant whenever in doubt about how to apply
the rules in this codebook. Do not make up your own rules, even to fill in the gaps that
may be left by this codebook.
• Do not attempt detective work using Wikipedia, etc. These coding rules are designed
to avoid this, since doing so would take away precious time from data entry.
• For each of these cells, if the information is not available, enter a period to indicate
missingness. For example, if the source only gives the number of speakers and not the
percentage, you would enter a period for the PCTSPEAK cell.
• For binary variables, enter a “yes” if the source indicates that the data being provided
fit the description in that variable, but otherwise enter a period (i.e., do not enter
“no”). For example, if the source says that the number of speakers provided are a
count of mother-tongue speakers only, you would enter “yes” for the MOTHERTONG
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variable, but if the count is for all speakers of the language, you would just enter a
period for the MOTHERTONG variable.
• For percent variables, enter just the number and omit the percent sign. For count
variables, enter as an integer (for example, if the source says 45.9 million, enter as
45,900,000).
• Do not enter quotation marks anywhere, in any variable.
• Capitalization does not matter. All text you enter will later be converted to alllowercase form, so feel free to avoid capital letters if this makes your data entry go
faster.
• Do not enter languages reported by the source as being extinct or as having 0 speakers.
• For the variables providing information about the current source, such as sourcecode,
if the information for the source is not on the “source codes” spreadsheet, e-mail the
head research assistant immediately with the name of the source, and he or she will
update the spreadsheet for you. (Note: It is not necessary to do this if information
required for the variables about the previous source is missing on the “source codes”
spreadsheet – in that case, just enter the information as given in the full reference in
the current source.)
• Enter each datum on a separate row. For instance, if the source reports both the
percent of the country’s population who speaks that language and the total number of
individuals in the country who speak that language, enter the percent on one row and
the speaker count on another row.
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Step 5: Language Sheet: Enter the information described in Table 2 into your data-entry
spreadsheet, using the “language” sheet. Table 2 describes the columns in the “language”
sheet from the left-most column to the right-most column, and it explains where to find
the information requested. For each of these cells, if the information is not available in the
source, enter a period. The same formatting and other considerations described above apply
for entering data in in this sheet. This is the last step: after you finish, begin the procedure
over again at Step 1: Finding Data for the next language listed in the source.
See an example of how to fill out the spreadsheet when the source you are entering provides
a single total that it reports as spanning multiple countries in the section below entitled One
Estimate, Multiple Countries.
See an example of how to fill out the spreadsheet when the source you are entering provides
a single total but does not specify any countries where that language is spoken in the section
below entitled One Estimate, No Countries.
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Table 2: Language sheet
Variable name

Description

year

(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
If the source you are entering from says that the
language comprises a (point-estimate) percent of
some geographical area, enter that percent and
then explain what that geographical area is in the
COMMENTS cell.
If the source reports the percent of some
geographical area that speaks that language as an
estimate spread, enter the lower bound of that
spread and then explain what that geographical
area is in the COMMENTS cell.
If the source reports the percent of some
geographical area that speaks that language as an
estimate spread, enter the upper bound of that
spread and then explain what that geographical
area is in the COMMENTS cell.
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)
If the source lists four or fewer countries where it
says the language is spoken, enter the three-letter
Correlates of War abbreviations for those country
names, separated by commas. If the source lists
more than four countries where it says the
language is spoken, enter a period.

language
langcode
type
nospeak
nolower
noupper
pctspeak

pctlower

pctupper

mothertong
secondtong
statespeak
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Where to find the
info
current source
current source and
MultiTree
MultiTree
MultiTree
current source
current source
current source
current source

current source

current source

current source
current source
current source and
“country codes”
spreadsheet

mult

sourcename

sourcecode
pubyear
sourcebib
pagenum
prevsorname
prevsorcode
prevsoryear

prevsorbib
prevsorpage
coder
codedate
comments

If the source lists more than four countries where
it says the language is spoken, copy and paste the
names of all these countries into this cell,
separated by commas. Otherwise, enter a period.
(Re-enter what you entered for this variable on
the country sheet.)

variable on

current source and
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
current source

variable on

current source

variable on

variable on

“source codes”
spreadsheet
current source and
“source codes”
spreadsheet
“source codes”
spreadsheet
current source

variable on

N/A

variable on

N/A

variable on

current source

(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)

variable on

(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)
(Re-enter what you entered for this
the country sheet.)

variable on
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current source

variable on
variable on

variable on

2

Only Match is a Dialect

If only one entity matches exactly, but the entity is a dialect or dialect group, use the
mouse to navigate up the language tree to find the language that is the closest ancestor of
the dialect. To do this, click on and drag the tree picture that multitree displays, which
will allow you to move the tree around. This display shows the ancestry of entities using
connecting lines. Navigate up the tree until you reach the parent entity of the dialect and
click on that entity. If that entity is a language, select that language and move on to Step
4: Entering the Data. If the entity is not a language, navigate up the tree one entity at a
time and stop when you find a language, then select that language and move on to Step 4.
When filling out the row of the “country” sheet, follow the rules in Step 4, with this one
small change: in COMMENTS, enter “___ (dialect)”, replacing the “___” with the name
of the dialect as reported in the source.
For an illustration of how this would work, we will use the example of Cantonese as shown
in Figure 6. This excerpt is copied from page 8 of source 217, and it is a table from the 1990
Census of Singapore. (For the sake of this example, disregard text in this excerpt that is not
highlighted.)

Figure 6: Cantonese example
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In MultiTree, we search for the language name “Cantonese,” as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Searching for Cantonese in MultiTree
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Find the tree with “Composite” in its name, as shown in Figure 8, and click on that underlined name.

Figure 8: Choosing the composite tree containing Cantonese
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The information that comes up about Cantonese when we bring it up in the language tree,
as shown in Figure 9, shows that Cantonese is a dialect. We need to find the parent language
and enter that instead.

Figure 9: Cantonese, the dialect
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This is where the ability to navigate the language tree that MultiTree display becomes handy.
Navigate up the tree to the closest parent entity to the dialect and click on that entity. Make
sure, as shown in Figure 10, that the entity is a language. Here, the parent language we
would enter is “Chinese, Yue,” with LANGCODE “yue.” We would then proceed to Step 4:
Entering the Data.
The row on the “Codebook examples” spreadsheet entitled “Cantonese example” shows how
to input this information in the spreadsheet.4 We have the data year, because the census was
taken in 1990, so we enter that for YEAR. We enter “chinese, yue” in LANGUAGE, “yue” in
LANGCODE, “language” in TYPE, and “estimate for dialect cantonese” in COMMENTS.

Figure 10: Yue, the parent language

4

This example does not appear as a row on the “language” sheet, because the estimate in this specific
case does not have any of the features, outlined in Step 4: Entering the Data, that would require moving on
to Step 5. If the estimate did have any of those features, we would move on to Step 5 as normal.
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3

Only Match is a Subgroup

If only one entity matches exactly, but the entity is a subgroup, select that subgroup name.
Even though the process for how to treat subgroups is the same as how to treat languages
under the rules outlined in Step 3: Finding the Language, the rules for how to treat subgroups will vary slightly from what is outlined in Step 4: Entering the Data, as follows: enter
a period for LANGUAGE, enter the identification code found on MultiTree for the subgroup
in LANGCODE,5 enter TYPE as subgroup, and enter the subgroup name followed by “(subgroup)” in COMMENTS.
For an illustration of how this would work, we will use the example of Chinese as shown in
Figure 11. This excerpt is copied from a webpage within source 43. (For the sake of this
example, disregard text in this excerpt that is not highlighted.)

Figure 11: Chinese example

5

As opposed to the 3-digit language codes, the subgroup codes have 4 digits.
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In MultiTree, we search for the language name “Chinese,” as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Searching for Chinese in MultiTree
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Find the tree with “Composite” in its name, as shown in Figure 13, and click on that
underlined name.
Figure 13: Choosing the composite tree containing Chinese
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When we enter the name “Chinese,” as shown in Figure 14, we see that there is only one
name in the drop-down menu that matches exactly: a subgroup with identification code
“chin.”
The row on the “Codebook examples” spreadsheet entitled “Chinese example” shows how
to input this information in the spreadsheet.6 We enter a period for LANGUAGE, “chin”
for LANGCODE, “subgroup” for TYPE, and “Chinese (subgroup)” in COMMENTS.
Figure 14: Subgroup as only match

6

This example does not appear as a row on the “language” sheet, because the estimate in this specific
case does not have any of the features, outlined in Step 4: Entering the Data, that would require moving on
to Step 5. If the estimate did have any of those features, we would move on to Step 5 as normal.
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4

Multiple Exact Matches, Only One is a Language

If more than one entity name (whether primary or alternate name) matches the name from
your source exactly but only one of these entities is a language, select the name for the one
that is a language. Move on to Step 4: Entering the Data, making a note in the comments
field that this language name also matched the name of a non-language entity, and including
the identification code for that matching non-language entity in the comments field as well.
For an illustration of how this would work, we will use the example of Swedish as shown in
Figure 15. This excerpt is copied from page 283 of source 170. (For the sake of this example,
disregard text in this excerpt that is not highlighted.)

Figure 15: Swedish example
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In MultiTree, we search for the language name “Swedish,” as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Searching for Swedish in MultiTree
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Find the tree with “Composite” in its name, as shown in Figure 17, and click on that
underlined name.

Figure 17: Choosing the composite tree containing Swedish
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When we enter the name “Swedish” in the name box, the list of entity names that appears
in the drop-down menu contains two entities named “Swedish.” The first, with code “swe,”
is shown in Figure 18 below. Its type is “language,” so this is the one we want, although
we must still take a look at the other entity (with code “swed”) to see if that one is also a
language. If the other entity is not a language, we will be able to use the first.

Figure 18: Swedish, the language
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When we examine the other entity, with code “swed,” we find that it is a subgroup, as
shown in Figure 19. Therefore, we can safely ignore this entity, since the other match was a
language. We would then proceed to Step 4: Entering the Data.

Figure 19: Swedish, the subgroup
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5

Multiple Exact Matches, Two or More are Languages

If more than one entity name (whether primary or alternate name) matches the name from
your source exactly, and two or more of these entities are languages, move on to Step 4:
Entering the Data, entering the language name as reported in the source, and entering a
period in both the LANGCODE and TYPE cells. Make a note in the COMMENTS cell
saying that MultiTree brought up multiple exact matches, and provide the identification
code for each match. If you have any intuition about which match is likely to be the correct
one, then also in the COMMENTS cell suggest which one it is likely to be and provide your
reasoning.
The following example, shown in Figure 20 and taken from page 672 of source 183, illustrates how to enter a case where MultiTree brings up multiple exact matches that are each
languages. The language being described is Guarani, and the text shows that it is spoken in
Paraguay. Since the source reports that well over 4,000,000 people speak it in this country,
we will treat that number as a floor using NOLOWER.

Figure 20: Guarani example
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In MultiTree, we search for the language name “Guarani,” as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Searching for Guarani on MultiTree
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Find the tree with “Composite” in its name, as shown in Figure 22, and click on that
underlined name.
Figure 22: Guarani search results on MultiTree
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As Figure 23 shows, two search results that are languages match the name Guarani exactly.
One additional match, identified by codes “guar” and “gurn,” also comes up, but clicking on
this result shows that this entity is a subgroup, and since we have at least one match that is
a language, we ignore the subgroup as described in Multiple Exact Matches, Only One is a
Language above. Of the two languages that match the first one is shown in Figure 23, with
primary name “Guarani Antiguo” and code “1a0.” Even though the comments shown in the
sidebar say that there are 5,000 speakers of this language, so we know it probably is not the
same language that our source is talking about (which said there were 4,000,000 speakers of
Guarani), it is critical to still treat the two languages as possibly representing the one from
our source, since they each have a name that matches exactly. We will make a note of that
helpful information in the COMMENTS cell in the spreadsheet, though.

Figure 23: Guarani: first match
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Figure 24 shows the other language that matches the one we are looking for, with primary
name “Paraguayan Guarani” and code “gug.”

Figure 24: Guarani: second match

The row on the “Codebook examples” spreadsheet entitled “Guarani example” shows how
to input this information in the spreadsheet. As explained at the start of this section, in a
case of two exact matches we enter the language name in LANGUAGE as given in the source
(simply “guarani”), enter a period for LANGCODE and TYPE, and then provide the codes
for the two matching language names in COMMENTS, together with the helpful note that
the low speaker number for 1a0 indicates it is probably not the same one we are looking for.
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6

One Estimate, Multiple Countries

The following example, shown in Figure 25 and taken from page 228 of source 194, illustrates
how to enter a case where the source provides one estimate covering multiple countries.
The language being described is Hungarian, and the text shows that besides Hungary, the
language is spoken in Austria, Slovakia, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Romania, and Ukraine.
(For the sake of this example, disregard text in this excerpt that is not highlighted.)

Figure 25: Hungarian example
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Click the search tab, enter the language name “Hungarian” in the search box, make sure the
radial button “exact” is selected, and click on “search >>”, as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Searching for Hungarian on MultiTree
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Find the tree with “Composite” in its name, as shown in Figure 27, and click on that
underlined name.
Figure 27: Hungarian search results on MultiTree
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As Figure 28 shows, we have a match for Hungarian, with TYPE being “language” and
LANGCODE being “hun.”
Figure 28: Hungarian match

The row on the “Codebook examples” spreadsheet entitled “Hungarian example” shows how
to input this information in the spreadsheet. This row appears on both the “country” sheet
and the “language” sheet of that file. When we enter the information into the data-entry
spreadsheet, following the rules in Step 4: Entering the Data, as we fill out the row we mark
“yes” on the LANGSHEET variable, enter a period for the CCODE and STATEABB cells,
and move on to Step 5. Following the rules for Step 5: Language Sheet, as we fill out the
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row we check how many countries are in the list that this speaker total is being reported
as spanning. Since there are more than four in the list in this example, we enter the full
names of those countries in MULT instead of entering their three-letter country codes into
STATESPEAK. (Note: the variable MULT is on the spreadsheet solely for the purpose of
enabling coders to avoid spending excessive time looking up country codes.) After filling
out the row on both the “country” sheet and the “language” sheet, we are finished with the
procedure and return to the source to find the next datum to enter.
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7

One Estimate, No Countries

The following example, shown in Figure 29 and taken from page 283 of source 170, illustrates
how to enter a case where the source does not mention any location where the language is
spoken. The highlighted text in the excerpt shows that the source reports the language
name of “Meidob,” a speaker count, and a data year, but no country. (For the sake of this
example, disregard text in this excerpt that is not highlighted.)7

Figure 29: Meidob example

7

For the sake of contrasting examples, it is also worth taking a look at the rest of the passage. In the
non-highlighted text in this passage, which provides information about other languages in the same language
family, the paragraph preceding the highlighted one is not clear as to the location of the languages being
discussed. Even though it strongly hints that the location of the speaker total for Meidob may be Sudan,
the text is not sufficiently clear for us to make this assumption. All we could do is enter a note in the
COMMENTS cell that context suggests that the speakers probably live in Sudan. However, the paragraph
beginning with “Kenuz-Dongola” is clear that the 180,000 total applies specifically to Sudan.
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In MultiTree, we search for the language name “Meidob,” as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: MultiTree search page
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Find the tree with “Composite” in its name, as shown in Figure 31, and click on that
underlined name.
Figure 31: MultiTree: choosing the composite tree
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When we enter the name “Meidob” in the name box, as shown in Figure 32, we see that
the drop-down menu that comes up only contains one entity, with a matching name. The
information panel on the side-bar shows that the language’s primary name is spelled “Midob,”
so that is the spelling we will enter on the spreadsheet. Its TYPE is “language,” and its
LANGCODE is “mei.”
The row on the “Codebook examples” spreadsheet entitled “Meidob example” shows how to
input this information in the spreadsheet. This row appears on both the “country” sheet
and the “language” sheet of that file. The source does not provide the name of the country
where these speakers reside. Therefore, when we enter the information into the data-entry
spreadsheet, following the rules in Step 4: Entering the Data, as we fill out the row in
the “country” sheet we mark “yes” on the LANGSHEET variable, enter a period for the
CCODE and STATEABB cells, and move on to Step 5. We next fill out the “language”
sheet, following the rules for Step 5: Language Sheet, and since we have no country names
to enter in MULT or STATESPEAK we only enter a period for those variables. After filling
out the row on both the “country” sheet and the “language” sheet, we are finished with the
procedure and return to the source to find the next datum to enter.
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Figure 32: MultiTree: finding the right language on the tree
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